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Motivation

LaSEWeb Query Language

A significant percent of search queries constitute
repetitive tasks. Two most common examples are:
1. Batch data extraction, done by end-users.
2. Development of micro-segments of factoid
question answering in search engines.
Typical solutions involve:
• Using a structured database (e.g. FreeBase)
(limited in content; hard-coded; time-insensitive)
• Writing a data mining script
(fragile; inapplicable for end-users)
Both solutions do not preserve any of the following
end-users’ search process patterns:
• Checking multiple webpages/answer candidates
• Exploring the context related to each answer
• Utilizing a semi-structured webpage format

A semantic scripting language for repetitive Web mining, based on the patterns in humans’ search strategies.
The set of patterns is modular, extensible, and is implemented using the state-of-the-art ML/NLP algorithms.

Problem definition
A Web program 𝓟 is a parameterized query that
▪ takes a tuple of user query arguments 𝒗
and returns a set of:
▪ answer strings 𝒂𝒊
▪ ranked by their confidence 𝜷𝒊
▪ with a set of the corresponding source URLs 𝑼𝒊 .

Visual patterns: webpage layout, colors, style, HTML, CSS
Describe stylistic webpage properties, as seen by end-users
Interpretation: rendering & DOM analysis
Structural patterns: implicit content schema, tables, lists
Describe relational patterns on implicit tables
Interpretation: table detection, plaintext analysis using PBE [1]
Linguistic patterns: text syntax, semantics, language, regexes
Describe fuzzy semantic subexpressions of the webpage text.
Interpretation: POS tagging, sentence parsing, entity
recognition [2-5], synonymy detection [6]

Example

LaSEWeb Search Algorithm
Given: ▪
▪
▪
▪
Do:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Seed query function 𝑞 𝑣Ԧ
“email” ↦ ”email inventor”, …
Similarity metric 𝜎 𝑠1 , 𝑠2
“Sumit Gulwani” ≈ “Gulwani, S.”
LaSEWeb query 𝒬
see example ⟶
Answer label ℓ𝑎
a subexpression of 𝒬 to extract
Search the Web for top-𝑘 relevant webpages using 𝑞 𝑣Ԧ .
Match the LaSEWeb query on each webpage and extract ℓ𝑎 .
Cluster the resulting answer candidates based on similarity 𝜎.
Rank the clusters and select representative answers.

End-users

Answers 𝑎𝑖 , 𝛽𝑖 , 𝑈𝑖
Visual interpreter

Web program 𝒫

LaSEWeb
engine

Structural interpreter

𝒬 = 𝐹𝑊(𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝜂𝑡 : 𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑓 𝑣1 , 𝜂𝑏 : 𝑆𝑏 , Ψ)
Ψ = 𝐿𝑎𝑦𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝜂𝑡 , 𝜂𝑏 , Down ∧ 𝑁𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑦 𝜂𝑡 , 𝜂𝑏 ∧ 𝐸𝑚𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝜂𝑡
𝑆𝑏 = 𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒𝐿𝑜𝑜𝑘𝑢𝑝 𝑆𝑦𝑛("phone"), ℒ𝑎
ℒ𝑎 = 𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑔 ℓ𝑎 , 𝑅𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑥 ℓ𝑎 , "\(\d+\)\W ∗ \d + \W ∗ \d+"

Evaluation
Micro-segments: 100,000+ user queries across 7
micro-segments from Bing search logs. Precision
evaluated through random sampling, 95% in top-3
results. Average execution time: 5 sec/page.
Batch data extraction: 5 academic Web mining
scenarios, precision and recall evaluated manually.
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* The first author did this
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